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Happy Holidays from the RG
It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like· C--------
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The u nive rsity of ~Uchigan Law School

December 7, 1988

Dean Secularizes Concert
By Don Wheaton and Keri Chenoweth
Seasonal celebrations somNirr.es are the
source of controversy, and st.l.f.ng ~The Second Annual Reading Room Concert," slated
for today at 4:00, has proved to be no exception.
Dean Lee C. Bollinger ordc·red the Hendnotes to reduce their repertoire, eliminating
virtually all references to Christmns. To
some Head notes, this edict \1 as ,.urprisin~.
"I couldn't believe it," commented firstyear Headnote EvieShockl(·y "ljustcouldn't
see any reason for it."
''We're not excising en•n· n ference to
Christmas,"saidJoan Rus~t'll, program plnnner and coordinator. "We're just trying to deemphasize Christmas and kt:>cp things even·
handed."
"Thls is more a celebration of peace and
meny-making; we're trying to make everyone comfortable, without ofT('nding anyone,"
Russell continued.
According to Russell, the Law School was
pleased with last year's program, yet felt it
was too exclusive to the Chri,.;tmas holiday.

This yenr, "it's not just a Christmas-holidny
~li Young Han, another Headnote, said
celebration; it's much more of an end-of-class that within the group the Dean's order was
celebration," she added.
.A \AflOI rt<f)sDl~cRcrlversial, but "we did
lf,.or\PYYtal~ ~ 1"\
Bollinger ordered the Head notes 1
a couple of songs, because "every public mstiAccording to Han, the Headnotes are
tution is [de-emphasizing the religious as- n~lY, t(l~~· but they have 3-4 Je\1ish
~'mbers. At thei rconcert:'\londay, theJe\lish
pects of the holiday) now,'" Russell said.
"That sure mnkes it difficult to put pro- membersoft~eO~JlerfonnedaChanukah
grams together," added Russell .
11 \ \ fongf\hEn j · tJ1eHest of the group in
Bollinger was unavailable for cot)Jn t. 'lnogi~ ~hri rm:fs ~ngJ.
The RG contacted Howard Simon, the
Russell noted that the program features
Detroit Director of the American Civil Liber- both Chanukah and Christmas songs, allies Union (ACLU), for his opinion about the though primarily the program emphasizes
concert controversy.
secular music of the season.
The program features the Law School's
Simon, although concerned about his
distance from the matter, opined, "It seems to own Headnotes, as well as students and facme thnt if this is n University-funded event, ulty of the School of music. Following the
the proscription that they restrict themselves program, refreshments will be served outside
to secular topics is a proscription which is of the Bar area on the first level.
[simply) trying to respect the University's
Ann Arbor ACLU President Gene Ki ng
obligations to the Constitution."
was unavailable for comment, attending the
"It's good to see public officials are more funeral of former Distric t Judge Conlin. Law
and more sensitive, leaving the celebration of school representativesoftheACLU and NLG
these holidays to all of us individually,"Simon could not be reached as well.
added.
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Students Deal With Finals
In
Their Individual Ways
By

J ocko Knap pmann
"''m work.ingonoutli nes \lith my friends,"
said Sharon Kohn, 2L. Her response was
probably typical of respond('nts to an unscientific survey of law students taken yesterday on how they are preparing for final exams. With finals right around the corner, the
orne has come for some students to hit the
books. Other law students, though, seem to
prefer hitting the Mck and take a more re!axed attitude.
"I'm doing roughly the s..'lme thing I've
done before: nothing," responded Dave Carney, 3L. "I'm letting Carney play with my
comput.ergamesoccasionally, which prevents
me from doing so" said Scott Powell, 2L.
Perhaps the ultimate in laid-back was John
Gerisch, who stated that he was going to find
out where his classes were m('eting.
"My readings are done, so I'm outlining
now," said Dianne Bertels, 2L. "Flybacks
were good for getting caught up on you r reading." 3L Rob Romanoff said, "I'm playing lots
more video games for therapeutic purposes."
Some people are a bit more concerned
however. "I've been very busy during the

semester, so I'm trying to condense all my
learning into two weeks," said Joe Girardot,
3L. Even grad student Jackie Grant, who
lives in the Lawyer's Club, seems to be taken
up in exnm rush. "''m working on a paper,
nonstop, all night, until next week," Grant
said.
First year students are usually more
worried than their more experienced (and
perhapsjaded)upperclasscounterparts. "'This
veil of neurosis has descended on the law
school,"observedJoCinsberg, lL. "It's taken
longer than I thought, there's more material
than I thought. I don't have a life anymore."
While lL Brian Bragg said that he's
doing "outlines, everything...you name it,"
hjs roommate lL Wayne Tang joked that "''m
getting more sleep because I don'tgo to class."
Debbie Meier, lL, said "I'm making up
my Christmas list." She also admitted that
she has stopped fighting with people.
But perhaps the ultimatecrypticresponse
was by Lloyd Sandy, 3L, who stated "I'm
caught up but I'm still ahead."
"The Nutshell is gospel," Sandy added,
trying to explain.

Armondo Ghital/a, a member of the U-M
music faculty, plays Ponticelli for Alumni kJst
October 21. This Wednesday a winJerconcert
will be giuen for all in the Law School
community.
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Speci"alto The Res Gestae .
Henderson has served as com. TheResG~staehasannouncededito- puter consultant to the RG since the

rlalbol:lfd foriheWinter s~tn:ester, 1989.

fa)] ofl987,. A Princeton graduate1lte.
'\vorked at thnt school's newspapet:
pointment of Jim Henderson as Manag- during his undergrad days. A second
·ng Editor. Those continujng on in their year, Henderson has been active in
tposition~include: Pa,ul Czarnota layout and writing assignments in
Editor in Ghief, Lisa ~~ifenberg
addition to his silicon exploits. .He.
Manager, Rob . G<>ldberg as replaces J ohn wJocko" Knnppmann, ·
Opinion Editor and Scott Gessler as who has been a Rl!$ Gestae mainstay
Features Editor.
.
and the :'\!Rnaging Editor since Janu. Positions.stHI remain''open for next ary of this year. Knappmann w.i1J
:.: · term. "We are·looki ng for·~·_News Editor . continue .to write his column, "Jocko
: as well nsan AssistantFenturesEditor," on Life", during his final term atMichico~mented Czarnota. ·r \VOn't be mak- gnn.
· oi~g, any decisjons concerning these asThe Res Gestae also notes that it
&Jgriments until after the h~lidays. Any- must bi d farewell to features writer
. one interested in these positions should Pam H~tlie, a summer starter who is
: ejtherseemeordropanoteinmypendaf- not staying around an ext.ra term.
le~." Although anyone mayapply for t.he llcatlie, most known for her library
j o_bs, Czarnoil'l:) ndicated ·',t~at current reports and strange, but t.Tue adven·
s~ifers do ha~e an adva ntage in apply- .• lures, will be entering the real world,
ing for the jobs.
with the RG's best wishes.

Th~'most notic~able ch~rlg~'·:is the

·ap-
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Needless
Speculation
THE FINA.'WIALAJO OFFICE is always thinking
of us students. Take for example its most recent
endeavor: the loan ·indebtedness question nairc.
This neat service requires only that we submit
our expected earnings after graduation to the
financial aids folks and, through the magic of
twentieth -century computertechnology, we will
get a breakdown of the chunk to be taken/given
from our weekly paychecks and how long it will
be before we are out of our monetary hole.
The good intention of this program should
be obvious to all. Newly graduated professionals are fa ced with many expenses, such as trans·
portation, housing and clothing, not to mention
thctr educational obligations. Such a plan is
beneficial to people so situated and is h elpful.
To other law students, however, this flier
and the force·fed results are at best annoying
and at worse a case for severe depression. Firstand second·year students have only the vaguest of ideas ofwhatsalary they will be earning.
Some second years are not even s ure in which
area ofthe country they wish to practice. First
years are just now starting the n ever·ending
process of mailing cover letters and resumes to
millions of law firms. They may dream of the
future checks they will cash , but any estimate
at this time is mere speculation.
The timing of the survey is also poor. The
holiday season is a period when students generally are poor. With final exams, this is also a
time of great stress. To brighten this cheerless
stretch, we are r eminded that we are collectively selling huge parts of our income for the
foreseeable future. Ho, ho, ho to you, too.
It seems a waste to compile such statistics
for students who are done going into debt and
who have no reliable clue as to what their
earnings will be. Concentrate resources on
those graduating or readying themselves to do
so; they stand to benefit from this service.
First- and second-year classmates won't.

=============Joclw on Life

------..·>
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================:=======--===

Please Be Reasonable, Santa
By Jocko Knappmann
- - - ---Dear Santa Claus:
Please don'tthrow this nwaywithoutlookin~atit. I know
you figure I haven't been a very good boy and I n·ally shouldn't
get any presents again this yt:-ar. Dt>ep down I know )ou're
right. But hear me out just the snmt-.
First of all, Santa, you can take that Alcohol Consumption violation on your rap sheet and throw it out the \\lndow:
case dismissed. And as long as you're doing 1t, don't forget
about my two co.conspirators. I won't mentwn their nnmes,
but they're two very beautiful women who all w thems<'lvPs
to associate \vith me and it probably wouldn't lx> that hard to
narrow down from there, now would it, Snnla·bud? So I'vl' got
a clean criminal r<'C 1rd and don't you forget it.
Santa, I've turned ovPr a ne\\ lt-nf. You'd nt'ver gul'ss it,
but I'm outlining a class. Yeah, me. After three years of
listening to people talk about it, it finally became time to brive
outlining a try, you know. Well, then•'s not all that much to
it, and it's cenainly like not all that worthwhile, either. For
sure, totally. I'm not sure how learning everything about
business expenses is going to help me as I go through life, but
I did learn that stadium skyboxes aren't nearly the tax dodge
I woulda thunk, so I guess some things I'm learning nre
beneficial, you know for sure totally. And I've even gone to
most of my classes this semester, I have. Okay, I did miss Tax
here and there, but I also got punished for it when my
Revenger noise technology accidentally went off in class and
everyone there knew who was behind the alarm.Jike sound.
We now interrupt this column for a sente nce whose sole
and singular purpose is to interrupt this column.
Okay Santa, maybe I have been drinki ng more than you
think proper. But it's not as if I can lay claim to the title of
heaviest drinker (one night) in L section. J ohn Gerisch
stomped all over me when we squared off in a contest last
Saturday night at the Lawyers Club party and I met my
match for sure totally. One cool thing is that at least we didn't
have to pay for the booze; thank you LSSS Social Committee.
Second thought that hits my mind about drinking is that I
have built up a well·stocked bar, and that should count for
something. The third and final thing is that I'm sometimes at
my most creative when buzzed, and nothing is gonna change
that. The fourth and final thing is that at least other people
were with me when we were obnoxious at the Brown Slug last
Thursday night and I think you should blame Vince Labia no
Abello, Scott Powell, and Dave Carney, too. Especially since
it was Vince that the guy tried to pick a fight with.
Santa, I am who I am. Maybe there are other law

- - - -- -

-----

students you hh IH'ttt'l' . .:--;olooily could :tfj:,ruc with you if you
do. Personally, I'd likt• n.uH tt.l Bt:-au-hnw better than me if
I wt•re you. And maylw you\,•marked me down for coal lumps
for seven straight yt•ars now, lout at ]past I haven't tried to be
a wienie and argue with you nb< ut it. I guess the point I'm
lt")ing to ~<·t ~c ·o. ~ 1:> thntlu 1 ht not have followed the let ter
of all the rules, but I sure hn\'l' tned tn my own inimitable way
to make tht• world around nw a better place. And that should
count for som('thing, should• 'tit?
Therl''vp (then·\·p being .t rontraction of there have that
I have just now madt· up l bet•n other rPasons why you could
sny l've bt-('n a good boy over tlw last year. For one thing, I
WPnt to a game and cheert'd fi1r the Lions, even though they
didn't deserve it. Just ask Sheryl Petkunas. And I wrote my
column every week, Hen if I was late sometimes. (Editor's
note: cccry week ) Just a"k Hob Goldberg. And I tried to
campaign for .tlhkt' Dukaki", although I bet some people
changed their votes to Bush l.l{'cause of1t. And I put up lights
in my \vindow to let you bt> ,lble to see when you new in \vith
your reindeer, just in case your computer navigation equipment was down. I don't suppo~e you go by the phases of the
moon, do you? l\·e often wondered about those phases, and
especially why they call it a waxing moon when it doesn't look
anything near like a candle. And the moon in its waxing
phase doesn't remind me of a surfboard, either. So what's the
deal? Is the world screwed up or is it me?
Even if you don'tgive me any presents, please give those
persons I know who deser\'e presents something really nice
'vith all the money you save by not giving me anything. Like,
for example, give Debra Meier something really nice, since
she's such a really nice person. Give Sherrie at the food
service a really decent present 'cause she consistently notices
when I dress up. And give J oe G. some timeoffsohe can relax
instead of doing all that work like he does all the time, okay
Santa? And give Rob Romanoff a few more excellent ties to go
with his nifty suits so he doesn't get bored wearing the
excellent ties he already has too many times. And make sure
to give my mom and dad all the presents in the world because
they sure deserve it. Maybe give my brother a lump of coal.
Then again, maybe not. I'll leave that one up to your
discretion.
Well, Santa, I guess that's about it. You are working
\vi thin a limited budget and that does force you to make hard
decisions about who gets how much. I know you will try to be
fair. I guess, ifl had to ask you for just one thing, it would be
for my life to be as happy from now on as it's been so far. Just
keep the status quo and you'll hear no complaints from me,
even if your red suit is rather unlawyerlike.

',
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=========Clear and Present =====================================================

The Envelope, Please • • •
By Robert Goldberg
It's time once again for that semester-ending Who's Who
oflaureates and louts, my legendary awarding of roses and
thorns. All of southern Ann Arbor anxiously awaits the
celebrated returns.
First, talk about turnabou ts. The winners of this fall's
sweetest roses were also the winners oflast spri ng's stickiest
thorns. With largely unrecognized dedication, a handful of
Michigan students and facul ty finally prodded the Law School
into adopti ng a reasonably respectable loan-forgiveness program. The new program is far from perfect, but it's significantly better than its pathetic predecessor. Immediate finan cial assistance is a step in the right direction that bodes well
for the future; debt-ridden students can now at ]east consider
en:.ering public service.
Powerful thanks go to Professor Seligman, Dean Eklund
and the trio of students who worked thanklessly to catapult
~fichigan to its rightful leadership position. Last spring, I
cn:icized the faculty's "deplorable foot dragging" and suggested a program "requiring two years of public service
instead of the current 10." I'd like to think, in my infinite
egomania, that perhaps I contributed in my own special way.
This term's Thorn Champions (drum roll, please) are the
c~osed-minded, self-righteous lynch mobbers who chased the
FBI off campus. These intolerant hecklers just can't see the
absurdity of their position.
The FBI isn't the CIA. The bureau's mission is far less
controversial: fightin g organized crime, illegal drugs, terrorism, white-collar crime and doml.'stic espionage. I doubt even
tl:e ::\LG-types who shouted down the poor FBI interviewer
support any of these things (well, maybe one).
I mean, what hypocrisy! Although they scream bloody
murder about FBI discrimination, most of the protesters
aren't even wiUing to work for the FBI, with its meager wages
compared to lily-white law firm salaries. And how exactly do
these simpletons expect the FBI to diversi fy its ra nks if they
won't permit it to recruit freely at a place like Michigan?
But most important, why aren't these anti-racism commandos out protesting the avalanche of megafirms that
blankets Room 200? Compared to these old-boy bastions, the
FBI is a veritable racial melting pot. Skadden in New York
boasts one black of its 95 partners; Arnold & Porter in D.C.,
a •progressive" firm in a city 86 percent black, boasts one of
104. Bu t the protesters aren't screaming about law fi rms they're in terviewing with them! Their consciences are exer cised, if not their minds.

Runner-up thorn trophies go to every trigger-happy
shrieker who raised a God-awful fuss over that stupid- but
thanks to them, now famous- flier. (Sorry, only one award
for the numerous FBI/flier double-duty screamers.) These
legions of self-involved do gooders - with their petitions,
rewards and demands- succeeded only in further hurting
the very people they claimed to be helping, but were in fact
exploiti ng. The affected individuals didn't want the shriekers' help, but it was rammed down their throats anyway.
Steinbeck's In Dubious Battle beautifully describes how
Depression-era Communists selfishly victimized the ostensible objects of thei r concern as well.
In a related vein, deliver a dozen long-stemmed red r oses
to sweet Andrea Dworki n for her thoughtful contribution to
the continuing dialogue between men and women.
On the national scene, George Bush gets stabbed mercilessly. The audacityofReagan's lap dog proudly proclaiming
his newly discovered environmentalism. (And don't forget
that Dan Quayle- whose illiteracy renders any thorn award
meaningless - hikes in the woods.) Bush ran a dishonest,
deceitful and thoroughly despicable campaign. His racebaiting (Jackson), red-baiting (ACLU) and patriot-baiting
(Pledge) secured him a lifetime spot in the Richard ~ixon
Memorial Campaign Hall of Fame. Once Bush slavishly
prostrated himself to his media handlers, poll takers and
speech writers, he disintegrated into a pathetic mass of slime.
He couldn't even properly deliver his staged lines:"' stand for
anti-bigotry, anti-Semitism, anti-racism. That is what drives
me."
The Duke receives a crown of thorns for letting us all
down, losing this unlosable election.
Here on campus, the senior judge arbitration issue never
received much attention. I enjoyed watching tenacious third
years fight for the right to form a union- only to spend the
rest of thei r lives busting others. Dull thorns, please.
It was the best of times for aspiring summer associates.
I'll Federal Express one pink rose to the Madison interviewer
who candidly told me, "We're cutting back significantly on
social events this summer. All the boat outi ngs, Brewers
games and weekend trips were interfering with summer
associates' work. I don't know if this bothers you." No, of
course not. (Hello, D.C.)
Short-stemmed roses go to The Res Gestae, which is
palpably improving each week. But it's a long way from
seriously covering what little La w School news there is. And
the paper should overcome its paternalistic prudery and let
our readers see dirty words. They're big enough.

Michigan finally picked a new president this year, although I don't know much about James Duderstadt because
I won't read The Michigan Daily anymore - although arguably I'd know even less about him ifl did. After an exhaustive,
nationwide search of every nook and cranny in higher education, our bold Regents finally settled on the heir apparent.
Last year, I suggested the Regents find a beating pulse and
call it a day; they took my advice. Thorn 'em for wasting our
money.
Last spring, Dean Bollinger, the new kid on the block,
was named runner-up Rose l{jng for his noted pote ntial.
Bollinger now geis pricked for caving in to the FBI screamers.
Why doesn't the good blond dean demand writte n proof of
nondiscrimina tion from all the stodgy la w fi rms that sin so
much more egregiously than the FBI? The jury's still out on
laid-back Lee; put him down as still potential.
A tentati ve rose was also cast to LSSS President Danielle
Carr. She's done about as well as a powerless person could be
expected to, so that rose now becomes permanent (subject to
re,·ocaoon only with just cause). But once again, the Senate
gets j abbed for its continuing irrelevance in important Law
School matters.
A full-length spear dives irreversibly deeper into the
Daily, a laughable propaganda sheet that thinks both Zionism and Computer l{jckoff a re racist. As noted above, I
stopped reading it months ago.
On the other hand, last spring's sarcastic comment about
summer-starter friendliness is now fully retracted. I've met
quite a few, and they're not all that evil (you exceptions know
who you are).
And, I'm sorry to say, I deserve a thorn myself. Too often
I, a bleeding-heart liberal, trash other well-intentioned left
winger s (see Thorn Champions and runners-up, above).
Surveying this semester's columns, I lambasted South Africa
protesters, self-proclaimed Socialists, feminists, anti-rape
agitators and anti-racism kamikazes. (Bu t to be fai r, I also
blasted Reagan, Bush, Quayle, corporate lawyers and Ayn
Rand- balanced coverage, you know.) Believe me, I can't
sleep when fellow writer Cliff Moore agrees with me.
So after careful reflection , I realized why my most spirited venom is reserved for liberals: YOU GUYS MAKE ME
LOOK BAD! I'm embarrassed personally and appalled ideologically at the damage these misfits WTeak on a cherished
cause. Yet I should probably emphasize a bit more often the
real Enemy: the conservative monster of intolerance, inertia,
apathy, selfishness and greed.
I'll take a thorn, but no promises.

==========:ParticipatingObserver=======================================================================================

Whaling Waste, Abortion Mtermath
By Don Wheato n

The wiUJles and the homeless. Right arou nd Halloween,
you11 recall, the world was captivated by the heroic multinationa1 effort to save three whales that had become trapped on
and under the arctic ice. The rescuers spent about $1 million
!n this gargantuan effort to free the whales and return them
to open sea.
Abou t that same time, two poignant and ironic editorial
cartoons appeared. The first was some whalers on a whaling
shi p in the Pacific saying, "Yeah, free the whales." The second
pictured what the homeless were wearing this Halloween:
whale costumes (implicitly, to receive a little assistance).
These two cartoons got me to thinking: where the hell are
our priori ties? Granted, saving those whales was noble and
a wonderful humanitmian, cross-national event. But forgive
me, wha1e lovers, because I can think of a whole lot better
ways to s pe nd that ki nd of money.
not a dvocating abandoning the fight to stop ridding
the world of endangered species. Yet these whales got
the mselves trapped not because of man, but because of their
own misfor tune. Darwin called this kind of stuff natural
~lection, a nd forgive me if I sort of buy into it. In short, I
would have let the whales die, not only to promote survival of

rm

the fittest, but realizing that the two that did survive probably haven't made it past the whaler s' harpoons. Ofcourse, this
doesn't solve the whaling problem, but that's not the current
issue.
So what would I have spent the money on? First priority
would be the homeless. This to me would be an even larger
humanitarian event: spending that million on purchasing
and renova ti ng public housi ng and setting up homeless families
in them .
Or how about a million-dollar donation to local food
banks? Toys for tots? The Goodfellows? The Salvation Army?
The Capuchin Order? Or a ny other program fu nded to
alleviate the condition of the poor?
One las t plug before the next topic: the million could have
been s pent by the Red Cross to purchase blood from overseas
nations, to make u p for the deficit of donations in this country.
In shor t, Give the Gift of Life this Holiday Season: if you can,
dona te a pint of blood. It's not that tough and those who need
it could sure u se it. If you can't donate, encourage someone
who can. It's such a small price to pay tc help someone else
-and that someone may be yourself someday.
The aftermath of Proposal A. In case you missed it, the
Michigan public acted in an extremely closed-minded fashion
on electiorl day: it' approved Proposal A rather convincingly,
ostensibly making Medicaid-funded abortions history.

OK, I can grudgingly acce pt th at voters are willing to
engage in economic discrimination and deny poor women
their rights under a concededly judicial-activist law. But with
this acceptance, it's time for folks (like me) who opposed
Proposal A to adopt a truly Machiavellian posture.
Recently, a Michigan legislator introduced a bill that
would truly end tax-funded abortions (as Proposal A supporters assured us in their campaign). This bill would eliminate
all tax fundi ng of state medical-i ns urance plans' coverage of
elective abortions.
Bluntly put, passage of this bill would ensure that no
state employees, or any of their fem ale dependents, will be
covered by health insurance if electing to have an abortion.
I'm enthusiastic about this bill, a nd I thi nk it should be
passed with a hearty majority. Why do I think this way?
Machiavelli would be pleased with my logic. Threaten the
vested interests ofthose who di d not have to worry about their
insurance coverage, given the limited language of Proposal A,
and watch those folks come out of the woodwork to champion
thei r rights, as well as the rights of the poor to have their
abortions.
Granted, this is very imperfect logic. But, \vith political
expedience and restoration of abortion funding to the poor as
my main goals, I support it.
Andrea Dworkin. 'N uff said. . _ .

==============Letterto the Editor===================================================================================

Attacking Character and Stepping on Toes
To the Editor:
to him.
This is a response to the letter written by Dan Laurence
Laurence's ramblings and insults do not end at calling
titled "Of Mountains, Molehills and Hypersensitivity" (Nov. Speta's letter ridiculous. Laurence also stated, "Just because
16) that was in part a criticism of an earHer Jetter by J im our leading institutions were once run by white males does
Speta (Nov. 9) that portrayed the cover of the 1988 facebook not mean we should revise or ignore history." Well Dan
as not reflecting the diversity that Michigan Law School is so Laurence, most of America's leading institutions were and
tirelessly trying to achieve.
still are run bywhitemalesand not always because they were
Speta's letter, in my opinion, was his viewpoint of an the only ones qualified, but because many others were exinstitution that is admittedly very interested in projecting an eluded from entering into the higher echelon of those instituimage that reflects equal treatment of all people regardless of tions. Of course it would be expected that white males would
race, creed, color, sexual orientation, etc. In attempts to avoid succeed in this area since they were the only ones allowed to
receiving the bad pubHcity that Michigan has received in the participate.
As far as revising or ignoring history goes, America has
past concerning these issues, I would think that the administrati on would be more than receptive to a student's opinions no equal in this area. For centuries American history has
regarding what image the School presents to them. So I would ignored the accomplishments of people of color and others
not call Speta's letter"ridiculous"asLaurence so unfairly did; without hesitation. America has revised history to make
on the contrary, I would call it a reasonable expression of one white America appear as the ultimate hero and unfortunately
person's view of the image our most recent facebook projects this is simply not true.

Additionally, Laurence's comment about the 1987 facebook was in uery poor taste. He said, "(T]ake a look at the
photo on the 1987 facebook. I see two Asians hanging around
with old Tom Cooley and his gang of white supremacists. It
doesn't look to me like they're running a laundry." Of course
I cannot tell you exactly what Laurence had in mind when he
made this comment, but I can say that it is insulting, easily
misinterpreted and it should not appear in The Res Gestae.
Surprisingly, all this was not enough for Laurence; h e
went on to attack Speta's character and make a stereotypical
assumption about his ancestry. Most students a t the Law
School (I would assume) are proud to be here. I know that I
am. But I must say that it does not make me proud to think
that one of my fellow students is apt to be so unfairly attacked
for merely expressing his viewpoint. If Laurence's human
compassion were comparable to his ability to criticize, maybe
he would realize that it is possible to express one's opinion
without stepping on the toes of others.
Tony Tunnell

Dissenting Opinion

Music Censorship Not in Holiday Spirit
By Ellen Marks and Evie Shockley
Traditionally, the Dean's Winter Festivale has been a
holiday celebration. Originally, the Headnotes and the other
musicians and vocalists in the program were requested to
perform Christmas music and other seasonal songs. Within
the last week, though, the Headnotes were contacted by Dean
Bollinger's office and told that there would be no holiday
theme this year- that they should not sing Christmas songs
at all. They were even asked to change the word "Christmas"
that appeared in one of the two songs they were still going to
be allowed to perform, to which the Headnotes refused.
Similar requests were made of the other performers.
While we can understand a desire to have a more balanced or down-played religious tone, the elimination of all
holiday references seems to us to undercut the purpose of the
festival. A strictly observed "v.inter festival" theme would
leave us only with a celebration of ice and snow.
Dean Bollinger seems to be operating under the mistaken assumption that people who do not celebrate Christmas will be offended by the mention ofit. We believe that this
view represents a narrow and unrealistic perception of the
significance of religious holidays in this country.
As an example in point, we offer 'The Case of Ellen's
Grammar School." Sixteen years ago, the school had an
annual "Christmas Celebration: The following year, in
response to requests by parents, it became 'The Holiday
Celebration,• and I Had a Little Dreydl was inserted between
All!WantForChristmas l sMyTwoFrontTeethandRudolph
tM Red-nosed Reindeer in the program. The compromise
satisfied the parents of all concerned, and it encouraged the
-

·'

children to respect each other's differences, without sacrific- those who do not celebrate them can nonetheless appreciate
ing the festive nature of the event.
the significance, both spiritual and cultural, that they have
The University of ·Michigan, including the Law School, for those who do.
pledged to work toward becoming a more 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---,
diverse, balanced, and culturally aware academic community. By divesting the Winter
Festivale of all signs of the religious holidays
which are the real basis for our celebration,
the dean isstJilmgdiverSJty, and denymgus
the opportunity to be exposed to the very eli fferences of which we are to be more aware
and more tolerant. He shows an undeserved
GEORGETOWNS SUMMER LAW PROGRAM
lack of confidence in the Law School
Florence, Italy
community's ability to respect all of its
members. While there have been some
Take exciting law courses from outstanding professors.
unfortunate incidents exhibiting less than
At the European Community's center for graduate studies,
acceptable behavior from a very small
THE
number of our students, this is not represenEUROPEAN
tative of the student body as a whole. Give
UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE
us a little more credit than that.
1.'\TF.R~KnO,<\L l.o\\\ I
Christmas is a holiday; it is a national
Prof. Owlcs Gustafson
holiday. And the songs which celebrate it
Gcor~:Ctown. 3 credits
have become part of our national culture.
(One friend of ours claims to own "the largI''TER'I.:Kno;o..;AL 1.<\W II: T RADt. & ECO:-.:muc Lo\W
est collection of Christmas records ever
Prof. Bam· Carter
amassed by a Jew.")
Georgetown: 3 credits
Religious holidays should not be treated
as things to be hidden away because they
CONliTITl·no:-.:.<\L LAW II
might "offend• someone. They are signifiProf. Olarles Abc:rnathv
cant elements of many people's lives. And
Geor~:C~O" n. J credot~
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Letters
Dworkin's Views Deserve Fairer Hearing
Harm Is Real

To the Editor:
I am not a man hater. Most of my best friends are men.
:nfzct, I myselfam a man. And I don't hate myself. I imagine
:::;: mal<es it all the more difficult for Robert Goldberg
~!umn, Nov. 30) to understand why I and so many other
:>:~rmal, mru nstream men and women are incensed by: 1) his
:'j]ure to grasp what Andrea Dworkin was discussing three
reeks ago; and 2) the fact that he had the temerity to preach
;:;ir.sensitivity to the public.
First, Robert Goldberg: if you think you somehvw man~ee to v.ithstand a plea to emotion by maintaining some sort
iertached logic, you are mistaken. Your emotional interests
s!:ut you off from the start: "There she was, the anti-obscenity
,reacher, in all her obscene glory: 200 pounds of man-hating
l!r.emess stuffed into dirty denim overalls, wheezing and
!\"tating her way into the hearts and minds of the heartless
dmindless." Gee, Robert Goldberg, it cer tainly must have
t.;!en a heroic effort "to resist the spell" she was putting on
}"D:L It's unfortunate that the "heartless and mindless" all
i:.adto look beyond her weight and clothes and actually listen
to what she said.
Feminism is not abou t hating men. Neither is Andrea
Dworkin. It's about giving women a chance to lead the same
cecent Jives that men do. Pornography isn't just silly, Robert
Goldberg. It is both a product and a cause of abuse and
11o!ence toward women.
The unfortunate truth is that many rapes are modeled
after scenes in pornography. And of course, you say those
pEOple are j ust "repulsive animals who are driven by pornographic lust to acts of violence," and they would have thought
J(similar rapes anyway. Well, not all of them. And what
about ~lied "date rapes"? Somehow it is an all-toocanmon perception in many parts of society(includi ngcollege
12:llpuses) that once you've gotten a woman into your bedroom, or certainly your bed, she has somehow given up the
right to say no. Or even worse, that she doesn't really mean
no. This is where pornography is most dangerous.
What should be obvious is that pornography is not like
people being shot on "L.A. Law" or a super hero doing
s:perhuman feats in comic books. When people are shot on
'!...\. Law; it is shocking, scary, whatever - but not an
attepted form of behavior for normal adults. The problem
'~>1lh pornography is that it purports to be what really goes on
behind closed doors to any normal man and woman. There is
atacitassumption that all women want what is being done to
:.~min the movie. Whether this is sex while hanging on a
c:eat hook or simply submitting to a less bloody rape (date~ variety), the message is that women want it. The
~ge of "L.A Law" and Superman is not that real people
:an fly or that r eal people like to get shot.
~otwi thstanding these fac ts, you say it is "sillier still to
aetas if the ultra-fringe of violent pornography were near and
dear to the hearts of male America." I guess that depends on
rl-.at violence you think is ultra-fringe. See if this qualifies .
Right here in our beloved Law School, there is a group of
::tn who, from time to time, get t~ether and watch porno
!::ovies. Before I go too far, I should point out that the group
tmsists mainly of people I would consider my friends. They
artnotevil"flesh mavins" nor are they out ofthemainstream.
'A!so, being rather witty, they call themselves the "First
Amendment club: I heard through a friend who was at one
of their outings that one movie featured a woman being
~"hipped in the face while orally stimulating the whipper,
after which he "punish f.- - her." Apparently, she carne to
enjoy this treatment.
rm not suggesting that anyone in the First Amendment
t!ubisgoi ng to punish or whip the next woman he meets, but
thisstuffis nea:-er and dearer to more people than you think.
Do you expect that to promote or discourage their treating
9romen with the respect given to men?

So what do we have? The bulk of the viewers encouraged
to mildly more sexist behavior, but without actual violence. A
smaller chunk encouraged that their date rapes are not really
rapes because "that's what they really want." And your
"repulsive animals" who mimic violent rapes from pornography. A relatively small harm committed by (and upon)a large
number of people, coupled with severe harm from (and to) a
smaller number of people.
Now, about the First Amendment . Actually listening to
and understanding Andrea Dworkin might have made you
realize that she is not advoca ting its elimination. I am quite
certain she would oppose the elimination of a person's freedom to practice religion, or the elimination of the right of
people to speak out and express their views without inciting
violence. Check volume ?1 of the ~lichigan J ournal of Law
Reform (yes, a Law School publication) and you will see a list
of the laws (some a lready existing, some not) and other highly
constitutional policies that she really does advocate.
I think no one would claim that one who stands before a
crowd and says, "Women like to be raped, just force them a
little harder and they enjoy it ... go ahead try it" is protected
by the First Amendment. Particularly if people go out and do
it. And yet that is exactly what pornography is saying. It says
that rape is OK. It retains First Amendment protection by

'Right here in our beloved Law School,
there is a group of men who, from time
to time, get together and watch porno
movz.es. Th ey call themselves the "First
Amendment Club." '
saying it thr ough pictures and by implication, rather than
explicit instruction.
The critical mistake that so many people, including you,
Robert Goldberg, make is to think Andrea Dworkin is pursuing the same First Amendment claim the Moral Majority
makes. No! This is not "prudish intolerance" and it is not an
attack on obscenity. Dworkin says explicitly in her Law
Reform article, "We are against obscenity laws. We don't
want them." The Moral Majority thinks sex is obscene and
should be hidden away. This is not Dworkin's claim. It's the
fact that pornography encourages violence and abuse to
women, both in its nature and as borne out by the statistics,
which makes it unworthy of constitutional protection.
I personally believe it is possible to make what one might
call erotic films that would not promote abuse to women. (I
am more optimistic than Dworkin in this respect.) But
pornography is not that. It's violence to women. It seems to
me that intelligent minds (without chips on their shoulders)
can devise a doctrine where violence to women is not a
protected form of "speech" while people's rights to express
their views remain unthreatened. Obscenity is not the
concern here. Real harm to women is.
Finally, a note on your methods. First, don't assume that
every feminist is a man hater. Just because people oppose an
evil in society that is generally perpetrated on women by men
doesn't mean they are man haters. Second, Andrea Dworkin
is not fighting to let "a woman be allowed to kill a man who has
raped her." She is fighting for changes in the way the law is
administered (see Law Reform article) to help prevent rapes
and violent assaults against women. She srud that when the
system does nothing to stop a problem that it promotes, it is
natural for such extreme actions to follow. I think she would
very much prefer that we never get to that point. You may not
favor her lack of compassion for rapists, but don't jump to
conclusions. Last, ifyou reserve the right to "plead ignorance"
on these topics, you don't get to attack the statistics used.
Since you are admittedly ignorant, the fact that you find
evidence "hard-to-believe" or "suspicious" doesn't carry much
weight. If you want to show contrary evidence by doing some
research on the subject, please do.
Will Walker

Farrakhan Slur

To the Editor:
Grudgingly, I am interrupted from outlining to ask intelligent readers to once again give me their attention. In one fell
swoop, Robert Goldberg's column (Nov. 30)criticizing Andrea
Dworkin mangled the rc~pt>C'tnbli ty and worth of a man not
even the subject of Goldberg's tirade, Louis Farrakhan, and
those of us who have more sympathy for his views. Is it fair,
Robert Goldberg, to place Farrakhan in the same camp with
Dworkin (and granted, she probably doesn't deserve to be
there either) as a "scrawny-brained hatemonger" when you at
least attended a speech by the latter but have never, in all
probability, heard the former speak? Of course not, and once
again the intelligent reader must discern Goldberg's column
for what it reaHyis: an intimidated and frightened reaction to
powerful speakers who, because of the force of their rhetoric,
can be perceived as personally offensive.
Dworkin is pro-women and, at ti mes, seems to be so at the
expense of men. Similarly, Farrakhan seems to want to rob
whites of their dignity and transfer it to blacks. But neither
should be perceived as such so readily; their messages deserve closer scrutiny. Some of us may superficially see the
negative and immediately close our ears to the positive. In
most instances, this should be avoided. In Farrakhan'scase,
he believes in his race and he wants the best for it. He feels
that the legacy of slavery has instilled in blacks a level of
humiliation and lack of self-worth of which the only hope for
abrogation is a separate rnentaHty, separate affairs and, in
essence, a separate life. Kow, while there are those of us who
may disagree with this outlook, surely the idea itself is
understandable and respectable enough not to deserve the
title "scrawny-brained" and "hatemonger.~ At least I think so
and I hope I am not alone.
Goldberg succumbed to what I am afraid a lot of us have
succumbed to: the tendency to let our strong disagreement
and resulting emotion over an opinion get the best of us and
blind us to its merits. Goldberg claimed to have ceased his ad
hominem attacks on Dworkin, but ifyou look closely, he never
did. And with Farrakhan, he never gave him the benefit of the
doubt.
Lastly, Goldberg commits a fallacy of presuming one
person's assessment of a group to actually be how the group
is. While it may be true that Farrakhan feels blacks have a
"sorely undernourished sense of self-pride" (the degree to
which he feels this way is debatable), it surely is not true that
blacks are actually this way, even in the aggregate. There are
plenty of blacks and women who will take any of those in the
majority to the finish line in a measure of self-worth and selfpride.
Mike Carithers

Just Shut Up
To t h e Editor :
Two cheers for Robert Goldberg (column, Nov. 30).
didn't agree with everything Andrea Dworkin had to say
either. For example, I doubted that men react as hysterically
to her message as she claimed. &lid berg cleared that up for
me.
His column is quite a study in journalism. It abandons
analysis in favor of name calling, insulting physical descriptions, and speculation about the speaker's sexual pr actices. It
also distorts the event. "The wolfpack audience cheered
thunderously at the Fuhrers bloodthirsty call to arms."
Really, now. I was there.
This is exactly the kind of virulence that makes reasoned
debate about pornography and censorship so difficult. Despite his disclaimer of ignorance, Goldberg feels qualified to
judge the accuracy ofDworkin's statistics and to distinguish
her ideas from "legitimate" feminism. This is an astounding
pretension. Many people find that the best policy when they
are ignorant about something is to shut up and listen.
John Alexander
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Pierce Honored at Reception
Professor William Pierce,.
was honored two wee~~·::• ;;;~.
ago by an LSSS%2 ·
sponsored reception aiJ.
th e Lawyers' Cl ub ·
Lounge.
Pierce, an., .
honored member of the••i

Michiganfacultyforove.~t·•::j:;:

a quarter century) was··.:'·
awarded the Francis
Allen awarcd a t the :·
meeting. Students ~~ ',:
Faculty attended t\le )
reception and expressed$'i
lheir regret at Profess'oi::•:·'
Pierce's retirement. . '·''

Pierce is congratulated by Dean Bollinger

Pierce, Carr and Professor J. J. White hobnob

Third Years John Raihala and Richard Huber speak with Pierce

..

New Professor Fran Olsen with Professor Pierce
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Pros Delight in Rookies, Fall of Mighty
Continue d from Page T e n

If the league were really concerned with reducing i njures, they would require the elimination of artificial turf. All
too often knee injuries are ca used by the failure of the turf to

Bears NFC championship ga me would be one to remember.
Snn Fra ncisco has impressive skill players but lacks the
interior line depth, on both sides of the ball, to challenge the
physical Bears and Vikes. The Giants a re boring and hard to
figure a nd 'viii bow out q uickly if they ma ke it to the playoffs.
The Eagles, though, are another story. If they ma ke it to
postseason play, they could be a surpriser. With Mike Quick
healthy, Randall Cunningham is that much more da ngerous;

gtve when a player is hit on the knee. Besides, playing on
artificial turf is like playing on concrete. It hurts, much more
;;o ;han landing on grass. Perhaps most importantly, though
not related to injuries, is the fact that games on the green
concrete are boring; t hey lack character. I agree with John
Madden, the players should get dirty, and have turfhan{,ring
from thei r facemasks - that's football.
This has been a great year for exciting rookie players; five
in particular have had great seasons: Ickey Woods, Keith
Jackson, J ohn Stephens, Tim Bro11 nand John Settle. Elbert
"Ickey" Woods has rushed for 900 yards and 15 touchdowns
while leadi ng t he Bengals' #1 offense in the NFL, and thus he
s.iou1d be the rookie of the year. Keith Jackson has teamed
11"~ Randall Cunningham of the Eagles to become the most
feared tight e nd in the NFL, as he has hovered a round the
league lead i n receptions all year. John Stephens, from
Down rond, through barbed 'vire,
~or.hwestern L.ouisiana S tate h<~s gained over 1000 yards
across turf, brambles, and m ire,
rushing for the Patriots and ha, pro1ided the stability to
he their ponds, sheet ice glistening.
make New England respectable. Tim Brown joined the
Heisman stable of t he Raiders ancl has shown brighter than
They've owned t he land for years,
any other member of the team; hl· leads the ~FL in kickoff damming new frontiers
returns a nd is also doing very wc·ll returning punts. Brown
1vith trees caked mud, bark-fired energy.
also leads the Raiders in receptions, putting him in the NFL
lead for total yards. Then there is.John Settle, a free agent out
Possessing adversely, thei r water
efApplachian State. No one draft •u Settle, but he has proven
spreads, opening new fodder
the scouts wrong by gaining owr 1000 yards for the Falcons.
of trunks to shew, bmnches to strip.
Though lam a n ardentDolfi111, it is refreshing to seC' some
ofthe perennial powerhouse teams faltering Dallas has lost
Homestead lodge sits over yonder,
U:n games in a row, with no end in sight, yet Landry will
built with more heart than we can ponder,
remain the coach as long as he wislws. Ditto with Chuck Noll, 1mud-packing gray, sticks weaved i n patterned chaos.
whose previously 2-11 team si10Wl·rl some sparKm defcali11~
Houston on Sunday night. Don Shula also writes his own
Splash!
ticket; I would still take him Oil'!" any other coach in the
A wide tail slaps,
league, notwithstanding the 'F'ins rmwnt five game losing
sending submerged strnnger signals.
streak. In Shu Ia's defense, his sup purling cast has vanished.
&oby Beartherd, player personnt>l director of the 70's left to
She surfac~s through thin ice decisively
h\uld Super Bowl champions in Washington; George Young,
looking my way inquis itively,
General Manager, did the saml~ in New York; and ho los t the
enrs perked like small antennae.
mastermind of the 53 and Killer B defenses, Bill Arnsparger.
Unfortu nately, I predict many mc'n losses for the Dolphins in
Slish!-and she's off.
the coming years, as there arl:' soml' things that even Dan
Soundlessly, water S\vishes soft,
Marino cannot overcome.
unperturbed by a trespasser.
The Rrudersdeserveapara5raphoftheirown. They have
three Heisman winners: Brown, Ma rcus Allen, and Bo
But wait!
Jackson, and ha ve great WR's in \\'illie Gault, James Lofton
and ~1ervyn Fernandez, yet tlwy appear to lack direction.
Over to the left, a foreign s hape,
Coach ~fike Shanahan's pattem<'d offense lacks imagination
short post, orange flag-shorthand for rape
and cohesion, and will likely lat"k longevity 1\ith the successof the land: greed-driven developer's s take.
thirsty Al Davis looking over his shoulder.
As already mention<>d, Cincinnati's offense is over powering-throu gh the air and on the l'round, and thei r defense
C(lntmues to be inspired by tht' oflc n::>ive fireworks. The Bills,
ll-1 two weeks ago, are now 11-:l and coming off a 10-S loss
to Tampa Bay, in 10 innings. Kc·lly 1s ha\ing an unspectacular year, which is putti ng too much pressure on the run, which
other teams a rc keying on. Unll'ss Kelly finds a groove before
playoff time, t he Bill's fin e stablP of defensive players will be
for naught. The two next best te,tms in the AFC are the Oilers
end the Browns. The Oilers are fun to watch. Coach J erry
Glanville is animated nnd his team plays all out on every play;
Warren Moon is having a great year and the team seems
destined for greatness [if not this year the n next). The
Browns m eanwhile, a re very boring. They win \vith unyielding defense and Kosar's sharp mind; \vith Kevi n Mack a nd
Earnest Byner healthy, they can beat any team on any given
day, and thus are my Super Bowl darkhorse.
The NFC has more quality teams tha n the AFC, making
the competi tion that much s ti fTer. The Bears defense fright~ns opposing offenses, sight unseen, and will carry them as
long as it takes for McMahon to heal. The Vikings, however,
are playing possessed; they h ave been mauling teams, evidenced by Sunday's 45-3 thrashing of the Saints. A Vikings/

they have a ferocious defense, though ranked last statistically
in the NFL, which could be inspired by Buddy Rya n to
perform on another level. Even so, the Bears or Vikings would
maul them when the chips are down.
Well that's i t. The r ambling examination of the NFL in
1988 is complete, though the season is not. Indeed, the most
exciti ng pa rt of the season is still to come, and will surely be
worthy of another rambling tome come J anuary.

Balancing

Answers To
Last Week's

Puzzle

By J. Tower
Pounded into green moss
edging shaded beaver trail, its gloss
orange obscene and stark.

Xever before.
It's an a ncient wood, with lore
and peace and soul.
Surveror lines and laser beams,
tracked on deeds and backed by reams
of silent, cold, legal, distant power.
Off in smoke-filled cars,
red-faced white men head to bars,
senrching titles, negotiating deals.
All around I find them,
flagged spikes plotting suburban mayhem,
violent instusions, unforgivable insults.
Large lots for spoiled folks
racially-zoned by paid-ofT blokes,
defended in cour t, legitimized by dollars, unquestioned by
all.

I

For the first time, I see a bea ver pup
trundle across the ice, tail dragging, head up,
diving headlong into a n unfrozen patch.
What is this tenet called "economic growth"?
Buck-toothed innoce nce ma tched agai ns t people wort h y of
loathe.
We know who 'vins, but must it be so?
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Sluggermania Begins in Earnest Today
Contin ue d fro m Page Twelve
rock solid and again a strong candidate for team M.V.P. In a
sensitive moment Mr. Conroy exclaimed, "1 need to change
balls or something.• Tom (106) Lullo also participated.
Christine "Taz• Pagac did not.
The true clutch perfonner of the evening had to be Dave
(161) Whitcomb who came through with a solid 8 count in the
tenth frame. This enabled his Sluggers to escape with a 571
to 570 victory over the tough luck team of Mike (150) Bazany,
Steve (150) Cernak, AI (116) Fowerbaugh, and Grant (138)
Gilezan. Third place was gobbled up by the team ofTeri (1 10)
Zint.grafT, Bruin (119) Richardson, Doug (138) Grier, and
Steve (174) somebody, who combined for a 532. For their
efforts, the Sluggers each received a trophy of a bowling pin
suitable for setting on a shelf somewhere. The second and
third place teams got nothing.
In women's team competition, the best-dressed women
triumphed again thjs year. The team of third-years Grace
(80) Shjn, Karen (94) Taylor, Laurie [87 (134 and 135 in her
other games)] Engdahl, and Duluth's own Katy (118) Mrkonich emerged victorious with a sparkling score of 375. The
team was seemingly unaffected by the loss of Judy"mixed up
priorities" ~lcNamara and her matching bowling shirt, both
of whom stayed home to work on a family law exam.
The second place women's team was made up of Janet
(69) 11arvel, Lynda (85) Homerding, and fourth-year Moira
(99) Dages, and posted a score of 337. The team emerged as
clearly the second-best all woman team in the tournament.
The women's teams got nothing for thei r efforts. Nothing but
respect, that is.
In individual competition, this year's tournament was
slightly tarnished by the fact that three members of one oflast
year's teams had higher scores than this year's \vinner. The
rabbit has clearly been taken out of the ba.ll this year, but this
resulted in the closest competition for the championship in
bowling history. Third-year !\like (176) Rosenthal emerged
victorious \vith a 176. first-vearJoe(175)Perkins took second
with a 175, and mystery-year Steve (174) somebody came in
third with a, you guessed it, 174. Mr. Rosenthal received a
coveted law school champions t-shirt for his efforts, and the
others got nothing.
Confusion reigned in the women's competition. After
ro11inga41 in herfirstgame,Dawn(l26)Canty,captainofthe
Dawn Strikers, came back with a 126 in the night cap, and
ended with two strikes and a nine count in her final frame.
These were both the high and low women's scores. Perhaps
in disbelief, the sports committee decided to also give a teeshirt to first-year Margo Freedman who hurled a 119.
The award for lowest game was a crying towel. On the
women's side the towel should go to powerful JLR Articles
Editor Jane Ann (45) Siggelkow. Ms. Siggelkow tied a world
record by recording a zero in her second frame. The lousy men
were led by Lance (88) Keiffer and someone listed as Bady
(88), who tied with an impressive pair of 88s.
I'm certain a splendid time was had by all, even those of
us who really screwed up. And most importantly, we all
emerged from the tournament smelling bowling alley clean,
bowling alley fresh.
Upcoming E ven ts. Wi th the end of the bowling tournament, the fall law school sports season came to a triumphant
yet somber close. But fear not, for TEN more sports events are
scheduled for next semester, and these should be even more
exciting than something which is less exciting.
The season opens with men's and women's racq uetball
and squash tournaments, which begin in January and could
run until the turn of the century. Indoor volleyball then takes
center stage in early February.
By mid-February the sports world's attention shifts to
the second most important of all law school events, men's and
co-ed basketball (come on Fellas). Spring bowling then takes
over in late February or early March, whenever the excitement of the fall tournament wears off.
Sometime in March, Smell t~ Gloue and the Sluggers
head to Virginia to defend the honor and the glory of our fine
institution in the national law school softball tournament. By
that time Sluggermania \vill have reached a fever pitch, and
half the Jaw school will follow our valiant heros to Charlottesville.

Men's and co-ed football hit the field in late March as when nailing the button to a kitten's ears, or perhaps to _an
dynamic rookie quarterback Barb McQuade attempts to val- awning. Either of these would be fine with me, but otherWlse
iantly lead her team to ultimate glory against seemingly clip ofT the flaps and wear your button proudly. E?ch one of
insurmountable odds. Across the country late March/early you must play your part if the Sluggers are to be tnumphant
in Virginia.
April means only one thing: ultimate frisbee tournaments.
Feel free to wear your button around the house du ring
Spring golf is then tentatively scheduled for early April.
Spring softball takes the field in mid-April as men's and co-ed vacation. I know it will give me a warm feeling th rough out the
teams vie for the opportunity not to go to Virginia. The season holiday season. Also, button designing is the fi r st of our
comes to a trium phant dose with the zany and madcap contests and vacation time is the perfect time to put those
artistic minds to work. We are also looking for a Sluggers
Games Day scheduled for mi d-April.
Also, reports of the fall tennis tournament's demise have fight song and perhaps a book or original poetry dedicate~ to
been greatly exaggerated. We can expect play in the men's the Sluggers and nil they stand for. So wear the button w1th
bracket to continue as soon as a mutually satisfactory deal is pride and show them how we really feel. Rah.
A Festive Holiday Con test . Finally some self-centered
worked out \vith ESPN. Expect the tournament to end about
rambling. I write for the sole purpose ofbringingjoy into the
the same time as President Quayle's second term.
This multitude offun-filledeventsshouldgive the nimble- hearts my fellow man and woman. (Kazantzis, "Sexist Gram\vitted and allegedly athletic Diane "LT- Lifi.on plenty of mar Should Be Eliminated,"The Res Gestae, Nov. 30, 1988, at
opportunities to participate. Ms. Lifton managed to avoid 6, col.2). Recent comments have led me to believe that I am
displaying her considerable abilities this semester and sports no longer accomplishing that goal. As Don "Mr. Sunshine"
watchers everywhere were left unfulfilled in her absence. Be West succinctly exclaimed, "I rend your article. It really sit her broken-wristed and cross-body bowling style, her natu- -·." Steph Klein then took time out between dates to
ral prowess as a screwball pitcher, her flawless power lifting respond, kN o, this one was okay. But the last two were r eally
form, or her long distance cycling exploits, another semester lame." I believe the sentiments of the entire student body
must not pass 'vithout Ms. Lifton's magnetic and electrifying were crystalized when eloquent third-year J oanna Challacombe reflected, "Ooooh, how queer!"
presence on the fields of competition.
As the groundswell of hatred grows, 1 feel it only right
Those of you others who did not participate in an event
this semester, get on out there. It doesn't take much time, it that you, the law school community, should have the right to
doesn't take much ability [as the Sluggers so clearly demon- decide whether or not 1 w111 write again next semester. Thus
strated (just kidding, you-wacky double champions)l, a nd if I propose a render participntion contest(as this paper continyou're good, or really bad, or really annoying, or just \villing ues its strides toward becoming a carbon copy of USA Today.
to talk to me, you11 get in an article which 'viii become n Plans are toexpand"Surv('y Says" to a full page next semester
treasured keepsake for life.
nnd a color weather map is in the works).
The rules of the contest are simple. If you want me to pick
The time has finally come to thank the heroic members
of the sports committee for their dedicntion and hard work up the pen ngnin next semester, tak~ anenvelope and write
over the long semester. So the next time you see Kevin "Mr. "Yes. I li ve for your articles and my life woul_C!:never again be
Dedication" Woodhouse or Judy "Ms. Dedication" McXamara the same ,vithout them.~ If you don't want
.to \vtjJe, take
!rive them a little hurr and sav. "Thank you. You \viii never J?-n eDv~looe ~nd out "No. You~re "':' ~,n.noviQf!.,:,~~~g?P,$f.9rs~
kririWhow'illhch
lwrd .w~rk
to M I ha~e
screwer. TheRG would be the finest·newspnpenn the· world
informed that Steve '?llr. Hoosier" Griebel has not actually if it weren't for your columns." Then put J!l~ney.:J in the
worked that hard and would prefer not to be touched.
envelopes and put them in my pendaflex.·(:•''Qg&idollar, one
Olso n's Achievement Awards. Now some odds and vote. Or eleven votes for ten dollars . .,That:s·'a 10% savings!
As a precaution, please put your name on the envelope so
ends. First an odd. Aside from being the start of the cold and
flu season, December is also awards time. In this spirit I I would be able to return the -money to you in the unlikely
would like to present Mark "Don't call me Asshole" Joy with event that the meddling law school administra tion finds
an Honorary Slugger Award for his ludicrous overreaction to something wrong \vith this innocent holiday contest. I think
his mention in my last article. The joyless one has refused to we'll be okay, though. None of the faculty reads this rag, and
talk to me since the article came out. I've been told to count certainly none of them have an attention span long enough to
my blessings, but I don't like when people are mad at me read an article of this obscene length.
without reason. Hey Mac, the paragraph was a joke. J-O-KThe contest is a fine mix of the democratic action and
E. You should know by now that I'm only really nasty to laissez-fa ire capitalism which once made this country great.
people I don't know and people I consider my fri ends. That is This is how America operated in the good old days before FDR
as close as anyone will ever get to an apology from me, so next camealongandscrewed up government for all of us. Plus, it's
time you see me take out those earplugs and say hello, you big for a worthy cause. All proceeds go to the Fly Steve Olson
doofus.
Home for the Holidays Foundation. Each contribution is
A special emeri tus award goes to Ms. Marta Nelson for completely tax deductible so long as you aren't audited.
refusing to wear thongs, never cleaning up her books before
Husbands, wives, boyfriends, and womanfriends are
the professor has stopped speaki ng, and remaining a genu- certainly eligible and welcome to enter. Gifts are certainly a
inely nice person, all while sleeping with a platypus every fine substitute for cash in this timeofpeace,joy,andgoodwill
toward your fellow woman. (ld., at 6, col.3). But please
night.
Finally, a good citizenship award goes to Ron "the gentle- enclose receipts with your gifts so I know exactly how many
man in the yellow shirt" DeWaard for carrying the trusts and votes to give you, and so I can return your piece of[ pooh) gift
estates evaluations and pencils up to the office all 'vithout a if I don't like it .
word of complaint. If a finer man has ever carried a big brown
As an added bonus, the person who votes the most often,
sack of pencils, I donotknowofhim. "Air Jordan, Air J ordan, either for or against, wiiJ \vin two tickets to the December 20
Air Jordan," commented DeWaard's former roommate Mi- taping of Late Night with Dauid Letterman. So if you want to
chael F . Flanagan for the second time this semester, although see Dave up close and personal, vote until it hurts. The tickets
no one is certain why. aDon'tever go out with Mike Flanagan," 'vill be awarded during finals week and the official results \vill
throngs of first-year women have been heard to chant for be announced either by myself or the new sportswriter in the
some unexplained reason. "' could peel the skin ofT that child first issue of 1989. This bonus is really going to be awarded,
and feel no remorse," summarized an unidentified woman unless our legal staff finds this void or it would get us in
trouble, in which case the tickets \vill be awarded to J ohn
from Milwaukee.
S luggermania . Afler a sluggish start, the Sluggerma- "Birthday Boyn Panourgias.
In closing, let me urge you to get out the vote. Exercise
nia campaign remains sluggish this week with the issuance
of the first commemorative button honoring our heros. I urge that democratic right/duty/privilege. Be as generous as the
you all to staple the attractive pin to your collective chest nnd glorious spirit of the season allows. Here's \vishing you and
yours the most joyous of holiday seasons. And in the spiri t of
show the Sluggers that we're all behind them.
Don't be confused by the loopy flaps that the designing the season, good luck on finals unless you're a s~.:ond-year or
flamingo attached to the button. They only become functional in one of my classes. Noel.
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means us.
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The Law School's IM Football Heroes
By Clinton Eliiott
Last month, while many law students interested in
rompetitive athletics were watching their favorite college
:oo!ball teams vying for the the nation's most valued postseason bowl bids, the University's intramural graduate football tournament was in full swing. And, not surprisingly, a
number of Law School teams proved themselves worthy and
exciting competitors.
Despite the burden of unsavory playing conditions, charac:erized by nights of relentless rain and near-freezing temFeratures, several law school teams managed to post winning
records and enter the playoffs. Among these were a team field
~-the Black Law Students Association as well as other Law
Sc~ool combinations such as "Smell the Glove" and "Legal
Remedy," otherwise known to The Res Gestae r eading audienceas the infamous "Sluggers." Although the teams from the
Law School confronted a widerangeoftalent in thei r contests,
w:e might easily argue that some of the most competitive
coot.ests were those played between the Law School squads.
In the fi rst round of the playoffs, unbeaten BLSA (4-0-1)
!:.ad a sudden-death showdown with Legal Remedy (4-1). On
a cool night with limited visibility and water-logged fields
tnatforced the game to be relocated to a peripheral field prior
:D the opening kickoff, the two teams locked horns like trialbrdened attorneys, each determined to exploit the other's

weak nesses.
Initially, over the course of the first 20-minute half, the
game appeared to be a stalemate, with neither side able to
move the ball effectively against the other's defense. However, in a move of tactical wizardry, J ohn Mueller (pronounced Muller), Legal Remedy's agile quarterback, began to
call a series of guard releases that seemed to put the BALSA
defenders in a state of confusion, unable to stop short gains
across the middle and up the sidelines.
While marching down the field toward what would eventually prove to be the game's only score, Mueller effectively
u tilized his team's diverse resources against an athletically
superior BLSAsquad. On a thi rd and goal possession, Muller
dropped back into the pocket under a heavy rush from fellow
first-year Joe Alexis and third-year student Earl Barnes.
While eva ding their determined pursuit and scanning
the middle for something to develop, Mueller sought to deliver
the ball to Tom Lullo, who had released from the guard
position off the line of scrimage. However, the ball was
deflected into the waiting hands of Rick Brandon, who had
slipped past the coverage into the endzone.
After that critical touchdown the game became a fantas tic defensive struggle with the ultimate advantage going to
the scrappy Legal Remedy squad. The key to the Legal
Remedy victory was the play of the defensive secondary and
the defensive line, which ravaged the the BLSA offensive line
with a impressive array of stunts and staggered linebacker
blitzes.
In the end, BLSA's offensive strategy consisted of going
after the long ball in an attempt to exploit the speed and
agility of their receivers. However, Mike Lawrence and John
Mueller with long coverage and John Aris and Tom Lullo in
the intermediate zones managed to stifle a gifted group of
receivers including first-year students :\like Carrithers and
Aaron Wiley and third-year student Lloyd Sandy. Kevin
Conroy, playing a roving linebacker spot for Legal Remedy,
was critical in shutting off the run and ltivine:timelv oassrush
support to Clinton Elliott and Mike Isenman.
BLSA quarterback Stephan Morgan, who on more than
one occassion struck terror into the hearts of the Legal
Remedy defenders with his outstanding throwing ability,
was, nevertheless, frustrated by having to scramble under
pressure out of a pocket that collapsed like an exhausted sea
wall before the waves of Legal Remedy defenders. It was not
a pretty sight, but Legal Remedy built upon the victory and
finally advanced to the semi-finals, where they played on the
artificial turf at Ferry Field.
Other notable performances turned in on the road to the

Survey Says • • •

semi-finals were a game-saving fourth -and-goal stop by J ohn
Aris in the final game of the regular season that allowed
Legal Remedy to mount the game-\vinning drive with less
than two minutes remaining, and the early season defensive
line play of Mark Gottlieb, who unfort unately found himself
relegated to the injured reserve after the first game due to the
recurrence of a nagging shoulder injury. Dave Whitcomb's
play at quarterback before the emergence of Muel1er and
Mike Isenman;s key interceptions were also significant
factors. Moreover, ·Mike Lawrence's touchdown grab at the
final buzzer in game four prevented Legal Remedy from
slipping into intramural oblivion and down into the losers
bracket \vith two losses.
However, Legal Remedy's success was to be short-lived.
In the semi-final match, they played a difficult and physical
contest against a rival squad called the Corporate Raiders, a
team composed of business and engineering graduate studen ts who seemed as hungry as thei r Wall Street namesakes,
only Jess prone to investigation for suspicious activitiesespecially cheap shots and body tackling in a game that was
supposed to be touch.
In a contest marred by numerous penalties and frequent
offensive misfires, Legal Remedy was bested \vithout ever
having mounted a serious offensive threat in the second half,
other than their penalty-riddled and ineffective final drive
inside the two-minute mark that yielded only bruised egos
and stories of what might have been.
In essence, the opening two-play drive by the Corporate
Raiders yielded a marvelously executed 65.yard touchdown
strike to one of their s\vift and sure-handed receivers.
However, undaunted by the Raider's early success, Legal
Remedy, once again called upon the skill and ability of
Mueller, who dropped back to pass on the second play of the
team's opening drive, and then streaked 50 yards up the
middle \vithoutablock for the spirit-building touchdown. The
successful conversion tied the game until the third offensive
series bv the Coroorate Raiders. who scored on another
carefully executed 35 yard Touchdown srike to their wideout
never to relinquish the lead again.
'
Legal Remedy never scored again and made a considerable contribution toathleticineptitude in a final drive marked
by a clipping penalty, a personal foul, a holding call and
several other minor miscues.
However, everyone enjoyed themselves immensely and
looks forward to next season's contest, where Legal Remedy,
hardened by the bitter life experiences of first-year students,
expects step completely into the winner's circle.

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers

.<\verage Starting Salaries - Pri vate Firms, 1987*
Atlanta

35,000

Houston

35,000

Boston

35,000

Kansas City/
St. Louis

29,000

Comparison of Employment by Field in Full & Part Time Jobs*
'75

'76

'77

'78

'79

'80

'81

'82

'83

'84

'85

'86

51.0

52.4

53.0

53.0

54.0

55.1

57.9

59.6

60.4

57.4

60.2

61.6

Chicago

38,000

Los Angeles

37,000

Private
Firms

Cinci nna til
DaytOn

30,000

Milwaukee

30,000

Pub. Interest

5.6

5.0

5.3

5.9

5.4

4.3

3.4

3.0

3.1

3.1

3.3

3.0

Business

9.6

Cleveland

10.0

10.0

10.6

10.5

45,000

11.0

Mi nneapolisl
St. Paul

11.3

10.8

10.8

10.8

32,500

10.4

9.2

17.6

17.5

16.7

15.5

14.7

14.0

12.0

10.9

11.5

10.9

12.7

12.0

Government

Dallas/Ft.Worth

35,000

New York

46,000

Clerkships

9.6

9.1

8.9

8.9

9.8

10.1

10.4

11.0

11.7

10.1

11.9

12.5

Denver

31,000

Philadelphia

38,000

Military

2.4

L7

1.8

1.9

1.7

1.8

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.5

1.6

1.5

~:roit

31,500

Pittsburgh

35,000

Academic

3.4

3.4

3.3

3.5

3.0

3.1

3. 1

3.1

1.5

1.8

1.5

1.7

DC.

36,000

SanFrancisco

34,000
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Eliminate Home Field Advantage in
Bowl Games
By Harold Hunter
Bowl games represent match-ups of the s upposed best

squads in the country and are designed as post-season rewards for the institutions. Bowl games pit excellent teams
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Bears & Bengals Still Bowl Bound
By Tony Ettore
After starting the season with a flourish and a wealth of
material, my weekly NFL article has become a dinosaur.
However, when threatened wi th the removal ofmy name from
the RG staffers list [Oh, no], I am again spurred to action.
At the risk of being redunda nt, I would like to remind
everyone ofseveral of my early season picks. I tabbed Chicago
to meet Cincinnati in the Superbowl, a source of much
derision early on, but clear ly an inspired choice, as both teams
continue to dominate their respective leagues. I also chose
Buffalo and the 49ers to win their divisions, but faltered when
I relied on the Broncos and the Redsk ins to win on pride, if
nothing else.
But before I lose any more readers, I'll halt the selfaggrandisement and talk about the NFL.
It has been a joy to indulge in a football season not marred
by a strike, even though the disputes oflast year's debacle still
remain unsolved. The owners have released a plan which the
NFLPA and Gene Upshaw [are they synonomous?(!)) claim is
so weak as to not even be worth serious discussion. Upshaw
however, quickly rebuts any talk of a wildcat strike during the
playoffs, so the status quo continues.
The areplay rule" seems here to stay, but is still full of
glitches. Is it ethical for a team to call time out to goad the
replayofficialsintoreviewing a play? Does it really take three
or four minutes to make a ruling? I have seen some bad calls

but am even more bothered by the indecision on the field that
the replay has caused. The referees seem hesitant to make
calls on the field for fear that they will be overruled, so they
wait to hold a conference before a call is made. That is
ridiculous. The replay is only to be used to review calls made
on the field, and a reversal should resul t only when there is
indisputable evidence that an error was made. Furthermore,
why draw the line for using the replay on ques tions of
possession or boundary calls, when many inane interference
calls are equally costly? I think the replay is righ tly here to
stay, butcontinuingtocategorize it as experimental is proper,
as such a label will continue to prompt much needed discussion and modification.
The emphasis on and overreaction to •cheap hits" is
bothersome. Football is a vicious, debilitating sport- part of
what makes it so exciting (go ahead, call me a Nea nderthal].
Calling a fifteen yard penalty on someone who hits a player
one step out of bounds is asinine; momentum is not so easily
stopped. Sure, 1 detest hits like that of Andre Waters, who
torpedoed himself into Jim Everett's knees, but s uch blatant
intent to injure rarely rears its ugly head. Play like that of
Waters and Jack Tatum should be severely sanctioned, but
football is still a rough game and unnecessary roughness
penalties should only be called when there is unnecessary
roughness.
See Pros page SEVEN

against one another to determine who is the the true elite of
college football for that season. Why, then, are teams like
Miami, USC/UCLA, LSU, and Texas schools allowed to play
in bowl games in their home city/region? Tell me it's fair for
cold-weather Big Eight schools who all play on artificial turf
to go to balmy and humid Miami to play in 80 degree weather
on natural turf against .. guess who- Miami!
While Nebraska will spend much of their preliminary
Orange Bowl practice time in an indoor practice facility which
severely limits preparation, Miami will stay home, practice
on their home field in the same weather and field conditions
as the Orange Bowl will be played in, while never having to
pack a suitcast'. A regular home field advantage is, generally,
fairly decisive; but this typ~: of advantage becomes almoo.
insurmountable when teams are expected to be in the hos:
city for 6 or 7 days. The Huskers are forced to transpor.
almost their entire physical plant (i.e. a substantial part of
their weight-training faci lities, etc ...) and to live out of a
suitcase in unfamiliar surroundings. This disadvantage
should be equally experienced by both teams participatingin
the bowl game.
The same is true for Big Ten teams who have to travel
each year to California to play in someone's backyard. It is
really no wonder that the Big Ten has such a dismal record
against the PAC-10 in Rose Bowl competition.
The solution to this problem would be to free up ALL
conference tie-ups 'vith ALL bowls and only invite teams to
neutral locations. This would accomplish two things: Firs;
it would allow for the best teams to be matched against each
other at neutral venues without the hindrances of conference
lock-ups and certain bowl invitations. Second, it might lay
the necessary groundwork for establishing a college football
playoff sysrem which utilizes the bowl games as the infra·
structure of that system. Both results would be tremendously
desirable for college football, and would lend some much·
needed credibility to the college football ra nkings done by
writers, coaches, and computers.
A quick look into my crystal ball for the next college
football season: I see Notre Dame near the top of the rankings
again, with Lou Holtz continually working in very talented
youngsters into an already very strong returning contingent
from this year's fine squad.
Oklahoma returns 17 of 22 starters from their current
team, and virtually all of their top second-stringers. A large
part of next season's success \vill depend upon Charles
Thompson's recovery from the broken leg sustained in the
Nebraska game.
Pittsburgh may be the surprise team of next season,
when their very talented skill players will have another year
of experience and maturity, and because of several retu rning
starters on defense.
Oklahoma State returns Reisman (or should that be
Heisperson?) \vinner Barry Sanders, a fine quarterback in
Mike Gundy, and virtually their entire defense. Watc h out for
the Cowboys.
UCLA sports tremendous depth in their program now,
and the only question mark for next year \vill be at quarterback, where a couple of highly touted and talented under·
classmen (no, their are no under-classwomen playing quarterback at UCLA) will vie for the job.
Michigan should be very tough next year with returning
starters in the offensive and defensive backfields, as well as
some accomplished linebackers. Bo must fine repacements
for several stellar lineman, though, if the Wolves want w
make a run for the national title.
Finally, how many teams can you think of who could lose
10 All-Conference players to graduation (14 starters overall)
and still fini sh in the Top Ten the next year? None? WrongNebraska will, as they have for the last 20 consecuti..-e
seasons. Further, the Huskers \viii again claim nine or more
victories, which would be the 21st consecutive season. 'The
Huskers will return starters in the offensive backfield and
line, but will be virtually \viped out in the def<:nsive line and
secondary. Somehow, Dr. Tom always finds replacements.

Fifteen years ago, computer.assisted legal research (CALR) didn't
even exist. Today it is considered by
law firms large and small to be vir-tually the single most important legal
research skill you can learn. Essential
to your JSuccess as a student, a sum.mer associate, an associate, even
a partner.
The LEXIS®service amplifies

the power of classic research skills
for faster and better research results.
It is the power to win, a power you
can master now. For initial training
or advanced courses, talk to your law
library staff or legal research and
writingfaculty.
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Bowling: Sluggers Stroke, Ettore Chokes
The final cog in the championship machinery was the
By Steve Olson
This is a very long article. In fact it's a special year-end pathetic Steve Olson (with an o). 1\lr. Olson truly felt as at
double article. Twice as much self-indulgent, boring garbage home in a bowling alley as in a court room. He knew bowling
at the same low price. It may also be my last article ever. So like the back of his head. After Ettore instructed him not to
bowl overhand, Mr. Olson settled down and had a really lousy
read on, semi -loyal minions.
A P ortrait of Sh atter ed Dreams. The sound was game. But the team's total of 656 in the warm up was a full
unm1stakable. Big heavy black balls with holes in them were 85 pins higher than the eventual \\rinning score. The team
smashing into weird shaped white wooden things with red was primed and ready to roll.
Then tragedy struck. Just before the real game was to
collars. This was probably bowling.
Almost from the start it was clear that something was begin, the Czar blew out a thumb nail. It was the type of
wrong. The air hung heavy like a lead sweat sock. Something nagging injury that almost destroyed the careers of such
was going to go awry, desperately awry. An upset of monu- greats as Marshall Hollman, Mark Roth, and !\elson Burton,
mental proportions was in the making.
Jr. But the courageous ).fr. Czarnota decided to continue.
The clear favorite com1ng into the law school bowling "My thumb is throbbing, Chief. But we're gonna gut it out,"
tournament was Ettore's Enemas, led by TV's Grizzly Adams, bellowed Czarnota the Gallant-Hearted.
The Czar came through with a stellar 162 in the final
Tony Ettore. The sweet rolling Ettore won last year's tournament with the remarkable score of 253. As a reward, Tony game, overcoming adversity to become the number one Enreceived a used bowling shirt three sizes too small. Ettore was ema. Early on it looked as though Czarnota would make a run
pissed. He was determ1ned to dominate again this year and at the indlvidual championship. His concentration was
win the coveted law school champions t-shirt.
incredible. He stood like a statue at the line, seemingly long
A former member of the Flmida State University bowling enough for his nail to grow back between shots. But in the
team,Ettoregrewupinanalley. TheToyCannonhasfive300 end, even the between-frame therapy was not enough. "Get
games tohiscredltandoncerolled 21 strikes in a row. He met out the novocaine," the plucky Czarnota would say after
his wife ina bowling alley, for gosh sakes. Ettore was cruising almost every shot. The pain was just too much for him. The
in the warm-up game coming in with a 200. He was just other Enemas had no such excuses.
hitting his stride and appeared ready to make a run at the
Mr. Ettore had an off game.
mystical 300 ban·ier.
Mr. Olson just fell apart. Once again, he let his team
"Warm up games are hell, Chief," said the foul-mouthed, down in the clutch coming through with the bowling equivasecond member of the Enemas, Paul "Edltor-in-Chief of the lent of three errors in an inning. The team ended up with a
Res Gestae and my boss" Czarnota. The perky, I mean 528, good enough for fourth place, but also a devastating
energetic, Mr. Czarnota showed up in his Jordache bowling disappointment before the entire lnw school community.
jeans and famed Edmonton Oilers jersey and looked very
Mr. Ettore was reflective after tho debacle. "Overall this
much like a young Wayne Gretzky. The Czar was born with law school s- has been a poor expe1ience," commented the
a silver bowling ball in his mouth and has been a league disillusioned Ettore, before addlng, "Would you allow the sbowler since before he could walk. Paul got through the word in?"
warm-up game with a 172;a little below his average, but still
"It depends on the context," responded our fearless leader
fairlv swell.
Czarnota. "You see whv thev call me Editor of Chief."

/
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Blind Man's Bluff
Lowell Hedgecorth probably has a pretty clear vision of
his future these days, although his eyesight must be a
painful topic. Hedgecorth, 54, was observed mowing grass
and driving his car in St. Ann, Missouri. Nothing unusual,
right? Wrong. It seems this was after he claimed blindness
from a stroke caused by a stress test in a Veterans Administration hospital (andgotS825,000 from Uncle Sam). Had he
played his cards right (yes, he was seen doing that, too) he
wouldn't have been convicted in a St. Louis federal court of
perjury and mail fraud. But even Uncle Sam isn't that blind.

National Law Journal, November 1, 1988

The doughty Mr. Czarnota was more descriptive oft.f
feelings after the failure. "I haven't had this much funS:~
I slammed my bowling hand in a car door and severedtl)
finger," summarized the toil-warn Czar after losinghisthur..:
nail, his pride, and a whole lot more on that fateful Thurseay
now three weeks past. The Gretzky clone concluded, que,
from Caddyshack, "I've often thought of entering the prit-;t
hood."
Upon returning home, Mr. Olson was consoled by th
elitist Mr. Steph Klein, who rationalized: "You don't war.:t:
be known as bowling tournament \vinners anyway." Bu:~
could not help but think, there is no j ustice in the w'i:.
Except Justice RoVJne. There you go, Josh; you're inc
article. Now send it home to mom and leave me alone.
Bowling Tournament Resu lts. As you could gue-:,
the remainder of the tournament was anti-climactic. Bu:c.·
America should be pleased to know that the eventual cha:::
pions were everyone's favorite sportspersons, the Slugg<:
bowling team.
Strong at every position, each of the Sluggers was
consummate team player. There were no superstars, b.
each plnyer pulled to~ether and bowled his heart out for:.:;
glory of the name we all hold so near to our hearts--Sluggc-.
Even coming off a devastating defeat in intramural footlil
tho team had no trouble mustering the enthusiasm that iso
essential to effective bowling. The Sluggers must havetradtd
more high fives than were exchanged during the entire ~C:I..J
basketball tournament.
The spiritual lender of the team was clearly for::::
Harvard cheerleadPr l\lichael "Midas" Lawrence (126). J..
though way too enthusiastic, Mr. Lawrence kept a propE
perspective as reflected in his only quote I heard, "Who'
gonna get the first pitcher?" Hard throwing Wayne Sta:c
Rick (130) Brandon scared the living daylights out ofthe¢:.
with his florescent pink bowling ball, and came away hav;
bowled his weight. Lead off bowler Kevin (154) Conroy11-.
Sec Sluf!l!ermania Pa!!e Eir!h t

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma, Joe Kellmeyer & Tom Pasternak'
(I wonder if we could sue Barry Manilow for all those
songs he wrote in the 70's that sounded alike? And the
BeeGees too, for starting the dlsco craze!)

Wall Street Journal, October 12, 1988
Your Friendly Lawyer?
After 110 years of doing v•ithout, the Hastings College of

Law students in San Francisco have picked their first school
mascot, one often associated with their chosen profession . a
shark. Commented one student· "I'd rather be known as the
Pit Bulls, but that's democracy for you."

Chicago Tribune, November 14, 1988

I Write the Songs ...

John Fogerty was foundinnocentof soundlng like...John Safety Tip for Finals
A woman who found a man asleep on her couch let him
Fogerty. In a casein U.S. District Court, a jury found Fogerty
stay
that way until the police arrived. The police awakened
(fonnermemberofCredance Clearwater Revival, for those of
you who don't remember them or thei r K-Tel record) not him upon arriving and relieved him of four necklaces, 15
credit cards, four rings, and a tie rack, all belonging to the
guilty.
Fantasy Records, the label under which CCR recorded in victim. The sleepy thief vowed to never stay up nil night
the 1960's and 1970's, claimed Fogerty's 1984 song "Old Man studying his burglary outline again.
Chicago Tribune, November 3, 1988
Down the Road" copied his 1970 song "Run Through the
Jungle." Fantasy owns the rights to the 1970 song. The
record company read critical reviews which hammered
Kids Will Be Kids
Fogerty for writing songs which sound alike. Fogerty even
Over the prosecutor's protests, an TI!inois judge senplayed a few bars to show the difference in the songs.
Fantasy Records Chairman Saul Zaentz still has other tenced a nine-year-old to live days in the county jrul after he
artistic differences with Mr. Fogerty. In a case in Los pleaded guilty to mnking vandnlous gouges on an asphalt
Angeles Superior Court, Zaentz is seeking multimillion machine. Apparently the prosecutor felt the sentence was too
dollar damages from Fogerty, claim1ng he was slandered in severe despite the nccused's less-thnn-angelic behavior; inthe Fogerty songs "Zanz Kant Danz" (about a pick-pocketing cluding chronic truancy, several burglaries, threatening a
plnymate with a knife, and setting a girl's hair on fire.
pig), and "Mr. Greed."

Student Lawyer, DecemQ.er 1988
.

Take A Bite Out Of Crime
Police in Fort Lauderdale tracked down a robbery suspect through dentures left behind after he allegedly tried to
bite his victim.
"He denies it, but we've got the teeth, and he doesn't,'
Sgt. Ray Hudson said. Joseph Bennett, 62, was chargee
with strong-arm (jaw?) robbery, Hudson said. Apparently
Bennett's dentures fell out when he tried to bite his victim,
76 year old Mrs. McCloud.
"He wasjustchokingme, and then he tried to bite me on
the arm, but it was just gums," McCloud said. When police
brought Bennett back to her house, ).1cCioud said they hac
him try on the teeth left at her house. "They fit right in lu3
mouth," she said.

Michigan Daily, March 10, 1988
This Win ter's Fashion in Tel Aviv
Ever confused by the vagaries of fashion? Well, you're
not alone. While explaining the complexity of the U.C.C.,
Prof. Maunter mentioned that he noticed many students
were wearing "pine strip suits" to their interviews. Rumor
has it these were members of the Environmental Law
Society, interviewing with the lumber industry.

Overheard in Prof. Maunter's class
"Seen on the Bathroom Wall"
This may be a new feature here at Law in the Raw: a
quote to make your day a little brighter :
The law-a profession whose general principles en·
lighten and enlarge, but whose min utia contr act and dis·
tract the mind.

Life and Letters of Joseph Story

